Crag X: Adventures in Morocco
John and I were watching from our fine viewpoint as Tony and Raz grappled with yet another new
route - Gecko Tower. I was distracted and to a casual observer might have seemed to be straining
ineffectually like Sisyphus with my back to a large boulder. I was certainly straining but more of that
later!
MMC members have now joined forces with several former members of Cheltenham
Mountaineering Club for what has become a twice yearly pilgrimage to Morocco’s Anti-Atlas
mountains. John Dennis and Ken Goodman first went to Tafraoute in 2006 and I’ve been back with
them every year since. More recently, Raz, Tony and Scott have joined us. This November, it was
Raz (on the cusp of retirement), John (in the first flush of retirement), me (with my dog-eared over
60’s bus pass) and Tony (still working hard to support the rest of us) who turned up at the Kasbah
Tizourgane. It has become a home from home for us and it was full to capacity all week - mostly
with Brit trad climbers.

Morocco still seems safe from extremism and nasty viruses but the rules on alcohol are tightening.
Our usual source of a few beers (the Marjane supermarket in Agadir) had stopped selling alcohol and
we had to search out an alternative source in the rival Carrefour. Even when we got to the Kasbah,
they now prefer you not to take a beer into the restaurant so we became closet imbibers of our one
or two cans a day. As usual, we bought too much water, orange drinks and olives but we didn’t buy
any nuts this year. Raz and John brought nuts they’d roasted up at home. We tried manfully to eat
them all!
Our aim on this visit was some serious new routing but we started with an established VS on a crag
new to us - Waiting for the Cocks on the Sphinx. We found the rough track easily enough. We could
see the col where we would park but as the track narrowed, we rounded a blind bend to be
confronted by an unyielding 4 by 4. We encouraged them to back up, but it became clear that we
would have to back down (or up I suppose). There were eight 4 by 4s on a tourist outing on the

track which links the Ameln and Afantinzar valleys. We managed to pull off to the side somehow and
let the tourists carry on with their little adventure.

We parked in a beautiful copse on the col and surveyed our route. It was in the sun (handy as in the
shade it was cool) and looked pleasant enough. As ever, the generally excellent guidebook is just a
guide - many routes are unrepeated. Here the first belay point was much higher than suggested but
we continued pleasantly enough via an exposed arête and a steep little finish and a straightforward
descent.

Our line on
The Sphinx

Pitch 3 of
Waiting for the Cocks

Our main objective this visit was to explore a crag Tony had discovered in March on one of his
scrambles. We paid the area a swift visit in the evening but it was too late to identify clear
objectives so we returned the following morning. Emma Alsford (one of the guidebook writers) was
keen to know where we were off to but we put her off for the time being - cunningly renaming our
Crag X as Crag Z.
We drove down a track to the little village of Anammer to the north of the main climbing areas. The
locals were friendly (and became more friendly later!). Tony tried to get his bearings but it wasn’t
until we got a full view from the col above the village that we could properly take stock. Tony’s crag
was several hundred metres wide, south facing, with ribs and walls and crack lines to the left, several
gulley descent lines in the centre and more broken buttresses to the right.

Plough Crag with our new lines

We all agreed that one buttress near the right hand end looked to be a good line. Clearly Tony ought
to have first choice and he and Raz geared up while John and I looked further left. Full route
descriptions are at the end of this article but suffice to day, Raz and Tony got the better deal. After
a fairly good slabby first pitch, John and I took a series of short bits of linked climbing up broken
ridges to the summit plateau. Pleasant enough but not really worth a star. We saw Tony and Raz on
the final tower of their route. They’d loved it with 4 pitches of 4b/4c climbing on a natural line.
They called it Perfect Day.

Perfect Day (VS): Tony nears the top
John and I countered by naming our route Imperfect Day. Our descent to the right was
unexpectedly via a very well engineered path clearly part of a route connecting Anammer with other
villages in the area. A good first day, and plenty still to go for.
We got down to the car. A local woman was ploughing with a donkey. While Raz sought permission
to take a photo I turned to unlock the car.
No car key!
Slight (!) panic ensued. I knew I’d put it in the lid of my sack but it wasn’t there. I emptied
everything out. Still nothing. It could be anywhere on the hillside I thought. It was just a black key
with no attached key ring or fob. All the papers were locked in the car. This could be serious!
Raz, Tony and I set off slowly to retrace our steps leaving John at the car. After about 100 metres, I
remembered vaguely that I’d heard a noise as I’d slung my rucksack onto my shoulder before we set
off. I’d turned round but had seen nothing and just started down but now I realised that the sound

could easily have been the key. I made for the point where John and I had repacked leaving Tony
and Raz to continue to follow our earlier route. I searched for quite a while on the rocks and in the
deep surrounding prickly vegetation before I finally found it slightly hidden in the shadows. I
breathed a big sigh of relief and called over to Tony and Raz. Phew!
Back at the car, I learnt that during my panic over the key, Raz had not only got permission to take a
photo of the ploughing woman, but had actually been invited to have a go. The donkey formed a
closer bond with Raz than its mate in Jordan from last year but still seemed a little reluctant to cooperate! We decided to call Tony’s discovery: Plough Crag.

Next day, we went back again. This time we looked at the left hand end. There were two prominent
crack lines but they looked hard for us. Instead, we concentrated on some good looking pillars and
ribs. John and I set off up what was to become Furrowed Brow - lovely photogenic early pitches, a
bit of loose stuff and then a fine wall leading via slabs and a blocky overhang to the summit ridge.
Tony and Raz had meanwhile climbed a good route to the right which they called Invited to Plough.
The descent was easy enough along the summit ridge and down the wide scree-filled gulley. By
now the car key was securely ringed, tagged and zipped into the interior pocket inside the lid of my
sack! We drove home under a full moon.

The lines of Furrowed Brow and
Invited to Plough

John follows pitch 2
Furrowed Brow VS

Tony leads pitch 2
Invited to Plough VS

I had had my eye on another line for several years. It always called to me from the early morning
drive to most of the area’s crags, picked out by the morning sun. The guidebooks suggested that
the whole main cliff left of the Deep Well Pinnacles was untouched. I had to have a go. Tony and
Raz decided to leave us to it and do some nearby easier routes.

The line was an obvious right to left diagonal, taking in a chimney at half height. I set off. The first
pitch was mossy but solid. Some HVS moves led up to the ramp line and through the first of several
thorny bushes. I could have done with secateurs! I belayed on a handy tree and John led off up
towards the chimney. It wasn’t very pleasant initially and needs a bit of a clean. A steep tower led
into the chimney where John belayed. It took some gymnastics to pass him and then the crux of the
route followed with steep bridging up the chimney with an exit left onto a smooth ramp. I belayed
at the far end. The next pitch had delicate moves initially and then a steep wall and some mossy
slabs to another comfortable belay. Not far now we thought. Moves up right led onto the final
ramp. Nasty looking blocks were passed easily but with great care and we were up!

John follows the ramp on pitch 4 and then tops out
Not a great route, but a good, long, committing climb with good rock where it mattered. I was quite
pleased with myself.
John and I found an entertaining way off over the summits and down easy slabs. A good mountain
day. We called it Driven by Desire reflecting how often we’d all driven by over the years.
Back at base it became apparent that our route crossed one done by Twid Turner in March Wellard. The chimney feature was common ground to our routes but our start and finish were
independent.
The weather took a bit of a downward turn next day but each team still got a route in before we
were rained off. They were a good VS and HVS - Butch Cassidy and Raindrops on the Tizi Escarpment.
The abseil descent was equipped with a steel hawser - a welcome development given the effect
constant sun can have on slings and tape.
John follows Raindrops HVS

Tony leads pitch 1 Butch Cassidy VS

A great coffee in Ait Baha followed - a welcome contrast to the well-meaning but frankly
disappointing brown stuff at the Kasbah. Their food was however well up to standard, with more
protein as the years go by and plenty for the veggies. Service was pretty slow - the place was chock
full and they struggle a bit these days - victims to some extent of their own success. Efforts are being
made to open up other accommodation opportunities and to provide more for the general tourist as
well as for climbers. A good informative map of the area is now available for example.
On our final day, we returned to Plough Buttress. John and I would repeat Perfect Day while Tony
and Raz searched out another new line.
We romped up Perfect Day finding it slightly easier than the first ascent party but a good climb.
Near the top, I placed a Friend 4 and opted to climb the front of a tower to the left. Suddenly a big
block came off in my hands and I was abruptly sat on a ledge a few feet lower. The friend took most
of the impact. I got up gingerly feeling rather odd in my nether regions. We finished the climb and
took the path down. I was still feeling odd as we sought out Raz and Tony. They had found what
looked a good route - Gecko Tower - up a tower in the middle of the cliff. We watched from the col.

Gecko Tower VS with Tony on pitch 1
My abrupt sit down seemed to have compacted last night’s tagine. I put my back to a boulder and
strained away like Sisyphus. Nothing happened! Back home, I’m still walking a little gingerly but
normal service seems to have resumed. I doubt you need any more information!
Thanks to Tony, Raz and John for great company again. Roll on next March!
Anyone else up for it?

Our New Routes November 2014
Plough Crag (North of the village of Anammer).
South facing. 20-25 minutes easy access. Routes up to 150 metres
Not to be confused with Anammer Crags (west of Kzar Rock)
Access
Take the Agouenz road from the col by the Good Book buttress for 5.8km (passing Azumer Crag). A
dirt track (ok for cars) leads up to the right and down to the village of Anammer after 1.5km. The
centre of the village is a cultivated area and parking is limited so if you are a large party, consider,
parking up on the main road. It’s not far to walk! Otherwise, park just past the red house near a
water tap. Ask any villagers present for permission.
With your back to the red house, the left hand side of the crag (containing Furrowed Brow and
Invited to Plough) can be seen up and left as a series of ribs. The right hand side (containing Perfect
Day) is hidden by a dome to the east. Either take the obvious path up right of the dome for a
panoramic view of the crag from the col behind the dome or (shorter), go up a good path to the left
of the dome.
Descent at the right hand end of the crag is down an engineered path and at the left, down a wide
gully at the far left hand end. Various gully and ramp lines descents are also possible in between.
Furrowed Brow ** 150m VS
At the left hand end of the crag is hard-looking left leaning crack line. This route takes the fine
buttress to its right to half height and then moves right to continue.
1 20m 4b Gain the front of the pillar from the right and belay on a small ledge at 20m
2 35m 4c Move up towards the overhang which is passed on the right and then up to the top of the
tower.
3 20m 4a Move up broken ground and traverse right to a block belay on the front of the buttress
4 35m 4b Zig-zag up the pleasant wall above keeping right of vegetation to a ledge.
5 40m 4c Climb through the gap above, up slabs and then a final blocky overhang to the summit
ridge.
Descent: Take the ridge to the right until you can descend the long wide gulley to the left
M Phelps, J Dennis 7/11/2015
Invited to Plough * 150m VS
Start right of Furrowed Brow behind two trees
1 20m 4c Take a crack line up the grey slabs. Move up over a step and then right to a ledge.

2 30m 4a Traverse right and climb left of the right hand edge to a crack line and up to a ledge
3 30m 4b Climb up and right to another ledge
4 40m 4c Climb up and over overhangs to another large ledge
5 30m 4a Scramble up towards the pinnacle which is taken steeply on the right hand side.
R Parmar, T Goodwin (AL) 7/11/2014
Descent as for Furrowed Brow.
Gecko Tower VS* 55m
About 75m right of Furrowed Brow, the crag is split by a prominent gully with a pyramid at the
bottom and a tower behind. This pleasant climb takes the tower.
1 35m 4c Climb the obvious blocky corner with care to the left of an overhang. Move right to climb a
groove and then right again to a small ledge. A short wall leads to a belay on a ledge.
2 20m 5a Climb the wall above first right and then left. Step up awkwardly right and then up to the
top of the tower.
Easy descent down to the right
T Goodwin, R Parmar (AL) 10/11/2014
Imperfect Day VS 120m
Start to the right of the gulley containing Gecko Tower at a tree on the left had side of an obvious
slabby area
1 45m 4a Climb the left hand side of the slabs. 60 metre ropes might get you to the ramp line at the
top. Otherwise, take a belay on the left.
2 15m 4a Continue up to the ramp line and move right to belay at a block
3 40m 4c Climb the pleasant V groove up and to the left and then follow the ridge line to belay at a
narrow col below a ragged crack.
4 20m 4b Step across left and climb the tower on its left side (or the imposing crack) and then the
pleasant ridge to a gendarme.
Scrambling to the summit plateau remains. Descent via the well-engineered path to the right.
M Phelps, J Dennis 6/11/2014
Perfect Day VS** 105m
This very pleasant climb starts at the foot of the second buttress in from the right hand end of the
crag
1 45m 4b Climb easily for 20m and then more steeply to belay at blocks

2 25m 4c Move slightly right and then climb steeply to a terrace
3 25m 4b Climb a crack/groove line on the the right of the tower above through an overhung niche
and up to another terrace
4 10m 4a Climb the tower above on its left
Scramble down right and then up to the summit plateau.
T Goodwin, R Parmar (AL) 6/11/2014

Driven by Desire HVS* 160m
This route follows the strong right to left diagonal line from the toe of the buttress left of the Deep
Well pinnacles (p108). The line is very obvious early in early morning sunshine from the land slip on
the drive to nearly everywhere else. It shares some ground with Wellard. It feels a big route with
some vegetation but good rock where it matters.
1 40m 5a Climb the groove at the toe of the buttress for 15m then move right on small holds and up
to the ramp line. Move up and left to belay at a tree.
2 20m 4b Continue up the ramp (take secateurs?), and then a tower to belay part way up a
prominent chimney (junction with Wellard)
3 35m 5a Climb the chimney and exit left onto a smooth ramp. Belay just before a corner with
shattered rock.
3 30m 4c Continue past the corner in the ramp with an awkward move past a broom bush. Climb
the steep wall up left and then move right via a mossy slab to belay in a tree filled groove
4 35m 4a Move up and right onto a ramp line leading up and left. Move past blocks with great care
and then up to the summit
Start the descent by scrambling over the ridge to the north. Before the final tower, descend into the
gap from the west and then take easy slabs down and east to reach the gulley leading back to the
foot of the climb.
M Phelps, J Dennis 8/11/2014

